
   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION   

Human Breathing
Breathing is an activity of the body associated with the transport of oxygen into the lungs and 

the removal of waste carbon dioxide from the lungs. These gases are mixed with the air entering and 
leaving our nose and mouth. When we inhale, air high in oxygen content and low in carbon dioxide 
content enters the air passages of the respiratory system. When we exhale, air of lower oxygen content 
and higher carbon dioxide content exits the air passages. This exchange of one gas for another occurs in 
the lungs. As you might suspect, clues to the body’s demand for oxygen are provided by the rate and 
depth of breathing. By following changes in these two conditions it should become possible to infer 
something about the control and the process of breathing. We will begin the laboratory by using the 
computer to record our resting rate of breathing.

The breathing rate computer interface consists of a respiration monitor belt, pressure sensor and 
LabPro interface. The monitor belt functions as a kind of bellows. It is stretched and inflated across the 
patient’s chest and then it is connected to the pressure sensor by a piece of rubber tubbing. When you 
inhale and exhale the monitor belt expands and contracts. This movement changes the pressure of the 
air within the closed system. The changing air pressure is converted into an electrical signal by the 
pressure sensor. The signal is then digitized by the LabPro interface before it is sent to the computer for 
recording and plotting. You will see how well this equipment works as you complete the next section of 
the laboratory.

Read this laboratory investigation carefully and then develop hypotheses for these questions:  
1. Do females have faster breathing rates and deeper inhales than males?
2. So breathing rates and the depth of breathing increase after hyperventilation?

 Record these hypotheses and your reasons for them after question 1 in the analysis section of this 
report. Later you will evaluate your hypothesis using the experimental data collected.

Vernier Equipment

LabPro interface, respiration monitor belt, pressure sensor
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Materials

Metric ruler, 10 gallon garbage bag, calculator, drinking glass, 

Safety

Hyperventilation, breath holding and breathing recycled air can cause dizziness.  Complete these steps 
of the procedure while seated.  Stop the procedure immediately if a sensation of dizziness occurs.

Vernier LabPro Setup 
1. Load the Logger Pro software by clicking on its desk top icon. A divided screen appears showing 

a data table and graph.

2. Change the range of the Y axis of the graph from 0 - 220 to 96 - 105. Click on the low number of 
the Y-axis. A highlighted area appears. Type the new number is the space. Click in the graph 
to change the Y axis scale. Click the top number of the Y axis and repeat the procedure 
previously used.

3. Change the sample rate to 5 samples per second. Click on Experiment, drag to data collection 
and release, move the slider button to change the sample speed to 5, click in the length box, 
highlight the value shown, type in the new entry 180, click done.

 
Procedure

1. Run the JBS Breathing Rate Program.

2. Strap the monitor belt to the first test subject’s chest.  It should be pulled tight and then held in 
place at the arm pit level with the velcro connection.
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3. Connect the monitor belt to the pressure sensor. The luer-lock connector at the end of the black 
monitor tube fits the luer-lock connector of the pressure sensor.  Push the two connectors together 
and then join them with a half turn.  This may be set up for you already.

4. Inflate the monitor belt. Close the shut-off valve by turning the screw counterclockwise as far 
as it will go. Pump air into the belt by squeezing the bulb. Continue pumping until the belt 
creates considerable pressure around the subject’s chest, but not so much that the subject can’t 
breathe!.

5. The subject should sit erect in a chair. The subject should not lean back against the chair. The 
subject should not view the screen while data is being recorded. Direct the subject to breath 
normally. One way to direct the subject’s attention away from his breathing is to have him 
read silently from a book while being tested. 

6. Click collect to begin the data collection process. If the recording begins near the top or bottom 
of the graph change the Y axis scale to move the tracing to near the middle of the graph. 
Maintain the original 10 (kPa) pressure differential however. 

7. After adjustments have been made make a breathing rate recording for each member of your 
team. Record for 3 minutes. Breath normally for the first 60 seconds or 300 samples. Then breath 
deeply and hold your breath for the next 60 seconds. Continue recovery breathing for the next 60 
seconds. It is not important that you hold your breath for 60 seconds, only that you hold your 
breath for as long as possible. Click Collect to initiate data recording,  click stop to halt data 
collection. 

8. Print the graph of the data you have collected.    

9. Collect resting breathing rates and print graphs for all lab team members.

10. If time permits your teacher may assign other activities from the Going Further section of this 
laboratory. Otherwise close Logger Pro and organize and straighten your area for the next 
student group.

  
Analysis

In this investigation you observed and recorded the resting breathing rate of several males and 
females.  The following questions and activities are designed to help you in the interpretation of the 
data collected.  Start by examining your original hypothesis statement.

1. Hypotheses statements and your reasoning for theses hypotheses.

2. Count the number of breathing cycles displayed on the graph during the first 60 seconds of the 
recording. Record this value in the Class Data Table 1. This is your breathing rate at rest. Use 
decimal numbers.

3. Find the depth of your breathing during the first 30 seconds by measuring the amplitude (top of 
wave to bottom) of the waves produced.  Use a metric ruler for this task and measure the 
amplitude of each wave to the nearest millimeter.  Record the average resting value in the 
Class Data Table 2. This is your depth of breathing at rest.

4. Enter the individual breathing rate data for each male and female tested into the class data 
tables.  From the information in the Class Data Table 1, calculate the average breathing rate 
for the males and for the females.  Record these values. Calculate the class average. Record.
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5. Enter the individual depth of breathing data for each male and female tested into the Class 
Data Table 2. Calculate and record the class average depth of breathing at rest. Calculate and 
record the female average and the male average.

6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 using data from the last 60 seconds following breath holding. Enter 
these calculations in the data tables. 

Follow-up
1. Write a summary of your investigation.  Tell the reader what you have learned about 

the breathing rates of females, males and young people in general. Discuss changes in breathing 
following breath holding. How does your rate and depth of breathing compare to other 
members of the class? Offer proof for the statements made by referring the reader to specific 
evidence developed from this investigation. 

Going Further
1. Exercise by running in place for three minutes and then record your breathing rate and depth.  

Compare these new values to the resting measurements.

2. Hold your breath for as long as you can.  Figure out your breath holding time in seconds. Next, 
compare your breath holding time after exhaling with that after inhaling.  Hold your breath, 
for as long as you can immediately after exhaling. Repeat the experiment after inhaling.  
Explain any differences observed. Once your breath holding time has been determined, figure 
out your breath holding time after having taken 10 deep breaths within 20  seconds.  Explain 
any differences observed.

3. Record the breathing movements of one subject in your group while the person continuously 
breathes air from a plastic storage bag.  This is most easily done by tightly folding the opening 
of the bag around the nose and mouth of the subject. The subject then inhales from and exhales 
into the bag.  The subject must continue this activity for as long as 5 min.  This will be 
uncomfortable for the subject so this person should stop at any sign of becoming dizzy.  Compare 
the first and last screens of data to see if there has been any change in either the rate or depth 
of breathing.  Explain any differences observed.

4. Record your breathing while you continuously sip water from a glass.  Examine the graph and 
decide how your breathing changes when you are swallowing.

5. Record your breathing while you read aloud from a book.  Speak distinctly and with some 
volume.  Examine the graph and decide, which way the plot of your breathing moves during 
inhalation and exhalation.  Next, decide how words are produced.  Does air move into or out of 
your lungs as words are formed?

6. Record your breathing while you laugh heartily.  Examine the graph and decide how air is 
moving during the Ha-Ha-Ha sounds.
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Table 1. Breathing Rates 
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